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                ☰	About
	Company ValuesThe more diverse our workforce, the better able we are to respond to and reflect our audiences in all their diversity.

	HistoryFrom humble beginnings in 1988, Encocam has grown to become a proven brand leader

	LeadershipOur Directors, Senior Staff and the Departmental Leaders

	Coronavirus Statement



	Brands
	Corex HoneycombManufacturer of high quality aluminium honeycomb for a wide variety of applications

	Stonehill EngineeringEngineering and manufacturing precision tools and ATD parts

	MykonSupplier of decorative panels to the architectural and interior design industry

	BCPManufacturer of high quality composite sandwich panels

	Euro Road SafetyInnovative road safety products designed to save lives

	Herald Motor CompanyCult motorcycle brand, specialising in head turning, retro styled, affordable motorcycles

	RaceTekPremium motorcycle spares and accessories manufacturer



	Industries
	Automotive

	Composite Panels

	Interior Design & Architecture

	Motorcycles

	Precision Engineering

	Rail

	Road Safety



	Sustainability
	Quality

	Environment

	Health & Safety



	News

	Careers
	Working for Encocam

	Employee Benefits

	Application & Interview Tips



	Contact Us
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                            Cellbond launches new website

                            Encocam’s specialist passive safety business unit, Cellbond, has launched a new website showcasing a wide range of products and services that are used in the testing phase of new vehicle design and manufacture. Cellbond designs, develops and manufactures sophisticated biofidelic crash test dummies, leg form impactors, head impactors and deformable aluminium crash test barriers, all […]
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                            Kickstart your career with an apprenticeship at Encocam

                            Encocam is an award-winning global business specialising in engineering and manufacturing.We combine innovative design with traditional and cutting-edge engineering processes to deliver a wide range of products which are manufactured in Huntingdon and despatched to our global customer base. In return for your hard work and commitment we offer excellent career and personal development opportunities […]
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                            Efforts Towards a Sustainable World are rewarded

                            Encocam has received both Bronze and Silver awards for Huntingdonshire District Council’s Sustainable Communities Business Pledge. In 2020 HDC launched the Sustainable Communities Business Pledge award as a trial initiative to support environmental sustainability. The initiative targeted businesses in Huntingdonshire industrial estates to highlight the importance of sustainability and encourage these businesses to take actions […]
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                            iMET Building, The new Home of Encocam LTD

                            Award winning Huntingdon manufacturing and engineering company Encocam Ltd today announced the freehold purchase of iMET, the former advanced technical training centre located on the Alconbury Weald Enterprise Campus, from Urban and Civic plc. The building, which has remained empty since the training centre closed its doors for the final time in 2021, will be […]
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                            A Day in the Life of an Engineer – Matthew Dyer, Head of Engineering at Encocam

                            In this A Day in the Life of an Engineer interview Matthew Dyer, Head of Engineering at Encocam kindly shares his thoughts and experiences on the subject of engineering. As well as working in the industry, Matthew has a personal passion for the subject and enjoys working on his own engineering designs from his small […]
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                            Inspiring Innovation and Creativity in the Workplace

                            Creativity allows us to view and solve problems and challenges more openly and with innovation. At Encocam, creativity, is defined as: “Employees working together, sharing their innovative approach to challenges to deliver high-quality work.” As one of our company values, creativity pervades everyday work at Encocam. We are committed to stimulating the creativity of employees […]
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                            Interview with an Apprentice

                            We interviewed Tom, a CNC Apprentice in our Stonehill Engineering division, as he reflects on what he has learnt during his apprenticeship and his plans for the future.  He didn’t consider an apprenticeship initially as most people he knew were focused on university. Instead he went to sixth form but found all the coursework hard to manage as he prefers the practical side of learning.
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                            Encocam Expands Apprenticeship Scheme

                            As a manufacturing company with a passion for developing innovative engineering solutions, Encocam offers apprenticeships in many different areas providing our apprentices with the chance to learn through experience, while gaining the qualifications required to succeed in their chosen profession. We are pleased to announce that we are now extending our apprenticeship scheme. 
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                            Encocam Joins Cambridge Network

                            Encocam is pleased to announce their membership of the Cambridge Network, an organisation that brings people together – from business and academia – to meet and share ideas, encouraging collaboration and partnership for shared success. 

Cambridge Network will enable the company to promote their broad range of products and services.
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                            Quality Inspection Capacity Increased for Precision Engineered Parts

                            The quality inspection room at Encocam has recently been expanded by fifty percent to enable the addition of two new machines, increasing inspection efficiency and capacity for precision engineered parts.

Our precision engineering division, Stonehill Engineering, inspects every job to ensure it meets strict quality control measures before it leaves the factory. 
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                            Celebrating International Women in Engineering Day

                            International Women in Engineering Day’, which takes place on 23 June 2021, is an awareness campaign to raise the profile of women in engineering and focus attention on the amazing career opportunities available in this exciting industry. 

To celebrate the contribution that Encocam’s women engineers make to the business, we spoke to one of our Chemical Engineers, Patricia, about her career and experiences.
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                            Encocam’s protective desk screens installed at Cambridgeshire Chamber of Commerce

                            Protective desk screens provide a robust solution to safeguard employees, separating workspaces and helping to intercept the respiratory droplets thought to transmit the Covid-19 virus, while still allowing visual contact to be maintained. At our factory in Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire we manufacture desk screens following the same principles as our aluminium composite panels. They are lightweight […]
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